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Abstract 
Different authors divide kinesiological activity of a javelin throw into different numbers of phases. 

In this work we will divide javelin throwing in 5 phases: preliminary phase, approach phase, delivery phase, 
crossover and keeping balance and javelin flight phase. In processes of selection of young javelin throwers, 
some model anthropometric characteristics of body development can be used as a criterion for selection of 
future javelin throwers: Body height 187, Body weight 89, Chest 101, Torso length  56, Arm length 83, Leg 
length 98, Shoulder width 44, Pelvic width 29.
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Athletics is a sports branch with disciplines which 
belong to the group of natural locomotor movements of 
cyclical and acyclical type. It is a rule that a javelin lies 
in a hand and is supported by the thumb from one side 
and by the index finger or the middle finger from the 
other side of a grip. In starting position, a javelin thrower 
holds a javelin at his/her temple bone height at the side 
of the throwing hand. The arm is bent at the elbow with 
an angle of 75 to 90 degrees. The elbow is directed for-
ward. 

Ideal profile in some of anthropometric characteris-
tics for top javelin throwers (90m) is: Body height 185 – 
195 cm.; Body weight  95 – 105 kg.; Armspan 195 – 205 
cm.; Weight  – height index 524; Percentage of muscle 
of mass in weight 53-55; Percentage of subcutaneous fat 
4 - 6.

Javelins have been made of different materials, from 
wood to modern materials used today (carbon fibers), 
and it is one of the factors which have contributed to 
development of results over the years. It should be men-
tioned that a synthetic surface (tartan), presented on the 
Olympics in Mexico City in 1968, also contributed to 
the improvement of results and enabled better approach 
phase. Official weight of a javelin for male seniors and 
juniors is 800 grams and for female seniors and juniors is 
600 grams, whereas it is 700 grams for younger juniors 
which is adequate for high school age. Today javelins 
are made in different ways depending on flight distances 
a thrower can achieve. Distances between the centre of 
gravity of a javelin and the middle of a javelin itself are 
different so that a turning moment is different. The long-
er the distance the bigger the turning moment of a javelin 

that is, downward pitching is faster. Thus, for example, 
the centre of gravity of a javelin is in front of the middle 
of it only 1 – 2 cm for a javelin for distances from 70 to 
90m. These are the factors that trainers and athletes must 
take into consideration together with the component of 
wind (speed and direction) which demands additional 
biomechanic modifications of a javelin throw technique, 
especially the phase of delivery (throw). 

In this work we will divide javelin throwing in 5 
phases.

Approach phase
Approach in javelin throwing is extremely signifi-

cant for the overall distance of a throw, that is for com-
petitive result. Its importance can be estimated to 20 
to 30 % of the overall distance of a throw. Therefore, 
a thrower who throws a javelin from the spot at about 
60 meters, with the quality approach can throw it 20 to 
30 % farther, between 72 and 80 metres. It reflects the 
importance of the approach and it also points to the im-
portance of good quality approach. The approach phase 
consists of cyclic and acyclic part. 

Cyclic part of the approach phase usually consists 
of 8 – 12 “flat” running strides  and this part of the ap-
proach is responsible for a thrower achieving optimal 
horizontal running speed which will  enable him to con-
trol and further increase of speed in acyclic part of the 
approach phase. 

Acyclic part of the approach usually consists of 4 – 5 
“short” running, specific javelin strides. The aim of the 
acyclic part of the approach phase, except farther speed 
increase, is reaching optimal central position a delivery 
phase starts from. Basic characteristics is giving maxi-
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especially to defining its overall distance. 

Javelin flight phase
The beginning of this, last phase is the moment when 

a javelin is released from the hand, whereas its tip is the 
closest place of contact of a javelin and the ground (it is 
most often the place where a javelin strikes the ground). 
Specific characteristics of this phase is that it is related 
only to javelin without possibility of further influence of 
a thrower on a javelin during its flight. There are aerody-
namic parametres in this phase which flight of a javelin 
depends on but a thrower cannot control any more. 

A javelin is held by the grip. It is thrown over the 
shoulder or over the upper part of a throwing arm and it 
must not be thrown by rotation technique. Unusual tech-
nique is not allowed. A throw is regular only when the 
tip of a metal head hits the ground before any other part 
of a javelin does. 

At every moment during the attempt, before a jave-
lin is released from the hand, a competitor is prohibited 
from turning his/her back so that it faces the direction 
of throw. If a javelin breaks during the attempt of throw 
in a competitor’s hand or in the air, the attempt will not 
be considered invalid, if it is performed according to the 
rules. If a competitor loses balance because of that and 
violates any of the rules, the attempt also will not be 
invalid if otherwise it is performed by the rules and the 
competitor will have the right to try again. 
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mum overtaking acceleration to the system a thrower – a 
javelin. It is at the same time performed in horizontal 
plane around the vertical axis, with specific position of 
the upper part of the body and in frontal plain around 
sagital axis by specific position of the upper part of the 
body, in the sagital plain around the frontal axis, by giv-
ing specific impulse acceleration to the lower limbs. 

In methodics of teaching javelin throwing it is wise 
to teach the throwers that further speed increase is neces-
sary in the acyclic part of the approach phase, although 
it is difficult to be realised. Namely, the research surveys 
showed speed decrease in that phase of the approach be-
cause of the need to take up an optimal central position.

Biomechanical factors of the approach phase are: 
length of the approach run, speed of the approach run, 
length of the strides and frequency of strides. The end of 
this phase is most often the end of the fifth “short“ stride, 
so that this moment is at the same time the beginning of 
the delivery (throwing) phase. 

The last short step has its own specific biomechani-
cal characteristics in order to reach as optimal central 
position as possible to start the key phase of the throw-
ing. The most important characteristics of the last stride 
is its shortest length. It is also characterized by a body 
inclined backwards for 30 – 36 degrees, tip of a javelin 
directed upward for the same angle values, because the 
angle formed by the upper arm and torso is about 90 
degrees.

Delivery phase
Delivery phase begins at the moment when the foot 

opposite to the throwing arm is positioned on the ground 
at the end of the last “short“ stride. Delivery phase is 
the key phase of the whole structure of javelin throwing 
and the overall distance of a throw to the largest extent 
depends on this phase. In its structure delivery phase 
depends on: central position, preliminary and maximum 
effort and the javelin throw itself. 

Crossover and keeping balance
This phase of javelin throwing is performed by spe-

cific crossover across the leg in forward position. Cross-
over, due to significant previous speed, should enable 
braking, that is break of previous motions and keeping 
balance. In that way fouls made by a thrower are pre-
vented and regularity of the throw will be provided. 

The aim of this phase is to make horizontal speed of 
a thrower zero with minimization of the overall length 
of this phase in order to maximize the overall distance 
of a throw. Therefore, throwers tend to come to the 
foul line as close as possible and not to step on it, since 
they will achieve maximum distance of a correct throw. 
Lower quality throwers often use more than one stride 
in the crossover and keeping balance phase, and individ-
ual characteristics of a thrower are something that also 
should be mentioned in this phase (some throwers stop 
with their hands on the ground). Due to these reasons 
it is necessary to devote some attention to this phase, 
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